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Introduction

There is an ongoing digital revolution motivated 

by the data-driven scientific discovery paradigm.

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) 

represent two of the trendiest and important 

topics in geosciences right now.

Machine learning in the interpreter’s 

toolbox: Unsupervised, supervised, 

and deep-learning applications
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Artificial Intelligence:" It is the science and engineering 

of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent 

computer programs.” (John McCarthy)

Machine Learning: Machine learning is a branch 

of artificial intelligence (AI) and computer science which 

focuses on the use of data and algorithms to imitate the way 

that humans learn, gradually improving its accuracy.

Supervised Learning: the term “supervised” refers to a 

set of samples where both the desired output signals (label) 

and the predictive variables are already known.

https://www.ibm.com/topics/artificial-intelligence


Unsupervised Learning:The algorithm has no prior labeled 

data to learn from i.e., it learns from unlabeled data by finding 

patterns among examples and grouping them accordingly. 

The algorithm is provided with a large volume of data and 

expected to identify hidden patterns

Training Data: The training step is used to choose the best-

suited algorithm and combination of parameters for the 

classification problem

Validaton Data:
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AI In Mineral Exploration
Advances in enormous computing power to effectively process and 

analyse massive amounts of data (Big Data)

Access to huge datasets (Big Data), making it difficult for Knowledge 

Driven Model
- Big data is a set of data that cannot be managed , processed, or analysed 

with traditional  software/algorithms within reasonable amount of time

- It revolves around Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value , Veracity

( Walmart handles over one million purchase transactions per hour )

( Facebook processes more than 250 million picture uploads per day)

 

Human bias from Interpretation



Find complex relationships between different datasets

Automation of tasks

Parallel computing, and cloud computing coupled with better computer 

hardware

Building complex geological models based on data

Dwindling rates of discovery in exploration in certain minerals



Data is presented as plan maps – 2D Model cells

Cell size should represent well the data at scale of surveys while 

maintain the problem of reasonable size pertaining computational 

time

Labels are requiredfor the model to learn by associating them 

with the input data

In this problem, labels were generated using known mineral 

occurences/ existing mines

Supervised ML



Labeled data is portioned into training and validation datasets

The distribution of training and validation datasets are nearly equal

Model learn on training data and can be tested against a similar set of 

data

Training and Validation



Machine Learning Models



Model Metrics

Traditional ML Classificaton models metrics are Precision, Recall and 

Accuracy

Accuracy

Precision

Recall



import key packages

import os

import numpy as np

import matplotlib as mpl

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import geopandas as gpd

import rasterio

import rasterio.mask

from rasterio.features import rasterize

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split

import metrics

from sklearn.metrics import roc_curve, auc

from imblearn.under_sampling import RandomUnderSampler

PYTHON LIBRARIES



1 Load and inspect data sets

      - mineral occurrence point data -geopandas

      - magnetic and radiometric data sets – rasterio

2 Combine data sets to build a labeled N_pixel, N_layers array for 

model training

      - inspect differences between proximal vs. distal to mineralisation 

pixels

 3 Train using a random forest classifier and apply to all 

pixels, visualise results

4 evaluate performance with a randomly selected testing subset

      - repeat with stratified classes

5          Used a checkerboard data selection procedure, train and    

evaluate models

6          Investigate occurrence holdout models with a spatially clustered 

approach



Kadoma-Chegutu Greenstone Belts Datatsets

Geology data – Two ZGS Bulletins Cover the Area of Study (B64 and 

B34)

Geophysical Data -  Airborne Magnetics that yielded the following 

deliverables:

✓ Total Magnetic Intensity  (TMI)

✓ Vertical Derivative (VD)

✓ Analytical Signal (AS)

✓ Total Count Radiometrics (TC)

✓ Potassium Count (KC)

✓ Thorium Count (ThC)

✓ Uranium Count (UC)

Mineral Occurrence (Minoccs) Data from B64 and B34

Other Probable Datasets that are available but at a course Spacing 

(Differing Resolutions)

   

✓ Gravity Bouger Maps

✓ ? Stream sediment Data (ZGS)
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Load the 2D model data using 

the Rasterio Library

Thomas Ostersen etal



Convert the minnocs 

point data into a raster 

map using the rasterise 

library





Applying the undersampler to 

the data



CLASSIFICATION

CHECKERBOARD – 

K-MEANS -

RANDOM FOREST -

SIMPLE VECTOR MACHINE -







K MEANS CLASSIFICATION















While implementing various machine learning 

applications, it became apparent that quality 

controlling the outcomes plays an important role 

not only in building confidence in the algorithm 

but also in addressing two scepticisms: (1) the 

concern that machines will replace humans and 

(2) concern over black-box-type algorithms.

A 98% accuracy is attained using the k-means 

clustering to train and test model

CONCLUSIONS
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